Hi	INTRODUCTION
- and on the reverse ^jk ... fc*, are scarce, and No. 1356 of 1081
is, perhaps, the first to be published. The ordinary type had been
adopted by 1092 and continued to the close of the reign.
JaMngirnagar was a mint for both silver and copper in the reign
of Shah 'ilam I.
The coins of the later emperors conform to the usual types—
those of Ahmad being described now for the first time. The mint
was closed soon after 1765, and the only published coin in the name
of Shah 'ilam II is a rupee of 1183 (1769-70), which must have
been struck by the East India Company (B. M. 0.,, No. 1157).
No. 2223 of the fifth year of 'llamgir II is the latest of the
Mughal issues from Jahangirnagar here catalogued.
JAIPUK	JAIPUR [SAWlf]
Lat. 26° 55'        Long. 75° 50'
N	M	M
Muhammad	—	4	—
Ahmad	•—	1	—
'Alamgfr II	11	—
ShAh'Alamll	1	1	—
Jaipiir was founded in the reign of Muhammad SMh, in 1728
(1140-41), by Mj& Jai Singh, a descendant of R£jd Bihdrf Mai, who
had been the first Rdjput to join Akbar's court, and his better known
son, Bhagwan Das, father-in-law of JaMngir (Blochmann's *Ain, p. 329).
No. 1926 of 1153, twenty-third year of Muhammad, seems to be
the earliest coin known of the Jaipur mint. Coins were issued in
the names of all the later emperors, of the usual types. Those of
Sh&h 'ilam II bear the distinctive mint mark of the Jaipiir State,
a 'jhar' of six sprigs (M. 110). Gold coins from this mint are here
catalogued for the first time. ' Jaiptir' always has the prefix ' Sawfii *
on the coinage, Sawdl being the title of its founder, and meaning
* raised above all other princes'1 (Webb's Currencies of Rdjputdna,
p. 72). The state came under the protection of the British in 1818
during the reign of Akbar II.
JJUU&R	JALfiK
Lat. ?	Long. ?
N         Ai          M
Jah&ngfr       —	1		
The above coin and a rupee in the L&hor Museum (L. M. 0.,
p. 149), also dated 1031, are the only issues of this mint that I have
heard of. The reading is tentative, and I have been unable to
identify the town.
1 'Sawai' means literally one and a quarter-hence 'better than ordinary/

